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keynote of the character of Dionysus : 'this god 
who leads men on to madness.' Torch-light revels 
on the mountain-side, music of flutes, cymbals, 
and tambourines, wild dance, and ecstasy were 
the means by which the worshippers endeavoured 
to enhance their sense of the presence of the god. 

No deity is more manifold in his aspects than 
Dionysus. First and foremost he is the god of 
ecstasy. Life, enei:gy, fertility, vegetation are his 
special province. In alternate years he disappears 
from mankind to dwell in the under world, being 
the lord of all souls. To celebrate his 'epiphany' 
(i1ricp6.vaa) trieteric (i.e., taking place every other 
year) festivals were held. Thus Dionysus was a 
nether as well as an upper god, and by communion 
with him his votaries strove with frenzied longing 
to attain immortality, for only by becoming them
selves divine could mortals escape death. The 
dancers might descry the god in their midst in 
animal form, especially as a bull, or else 'Dread 
voices as of bulis bellow, whence coming none 
can see' (JEschylus, describing Thracian Dionysus 
[frag. 57 [Nauck]). Or, again, they might fall on 
some animal meet for sacrifice, a kid or bull, and 
in frantic haste would tear him piecemeal, and feast 
upon his raw flesh, identifying the victim with the 
god with whom they yearned to be one. Such 
rites earned for a Thracian tribe from Herodotus 
(iv. 93) the name of ot d()avaT{{owr~s, people who 
make themselves immortal. 

From Thrace the cult of Dionysus spread 
through Greece and Asia Minor. In Greece 
proper there are legendary tales of fierce resistance 
to the new religion, whose spirit of unbridled orgy 
accorded ill with the Greek tone of restraint in 

matters of worship as in other things. But the 
appeal made by Dionysus to the desire instinctive 
in all mankind to overstep human limitations and 
partake of divine eternity was too strong for sup
pression by rulers. Everywhere he made converts 
among the women, and it is hardly necessary to 
refer to the Bacchce of Euripides as reaching high
water mark among pictures of these enthusiasts in 
the literal sense of the Greek word-i.e., human 
beings rapt into the godhead, gv0rni, Ev0ovu{auai. 
The _worship made its way, casting its spell over 
men as well as women and winning State recogni
tion, but at the same time becoming more subdued. 
In passing southwards to a vine-growing country, 
Dionysus took on a new character as the kindly 
giver of wine that maketh glad the heart of man, 
'the fruit of the vine that makes the troubles of 
mortals to cease' (Eur, Bacch. 772) .. It is easy 
to see how readily wine with its exciting properties 
should come to be associated with a god the very 
essence of whose service demanded a mood of 
exaltation in his followers. But, though we hear 
of orgiastic festivals in historical times in Greece 
(Paus. vm. vi. 5, and often), official cults of 
Dionysus, especially in Athens, developed into 
well-ordered sacrificial, musical, and dramatic 
celebrations. At Delphi the frenzy of the priestess 
who uttered the oracles shows the influence of 
Dionysus, and all the sibyls and · seers, who, 
though known to us only through legends, doubt
less really wandered about Greece, prophesying as 
the spirit moved them, were imbued with his 
spirit, as were also the wizard purifiers such as 
Epimenides, who worked through ecstatic inspira
tion. 

~6t (Ftotfation of <Bob in ~6ri6t. 
BY THE REV. H. R. MACKINTOSH, D.PHIL., D.D., PROFESSOR OF SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY, 

NEW COLLEGE, EDINBURGH. 

GoD revealed in Jesus Christ-this idea is one 
which1 judging by the quite natural difficulties felt 
upon the subject, requires no little ~xplanation. 
All sorts of puzzles have accumulated round it. 
All kinds of objection have been raised to its valid
ity, and the proofs led in its defence have occasion
ally been wrong-headed or irrelevant. 

To hold that in Christ we see God revealed is to 

hold that if we Christians examine our own minds 
with regard to the content we ascribe to 'God'
a term which, be it remembered, has borne and still 
bears a hundred different meanings-it transpires 
that we have carried over to God the moral attri
butes of Christ. God, in other words, is exactly 
like Jesus. No one really has ever believed that 
the world explains itself, or doubted that above or 
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behind this phenomenal system of things and inci
dents there exists some ultimate or supreme Power. 
The seen manifests the Unseen. But that Power 
has been described by many thinkers as Fate or 
Chance, by others as a mixture of Evil with Good, 
by some few as Unconscious Will. Christians 
refuse these descriptions; not arrogantly indeed or 
jauntily or coldly, but with intense conviction. 
They are persuaded that God is better than them 
all, because He is specifically the Power present in 
Christ. Our experience of Christ imprints this on 
our minds as self-attesting truth. Hence for us to 
think of God is to think of Christ with His essential 
characteristics exalted to infinitude. 

Now the revelation mediated by Christ is one 
calculated to meet and satisfy our religious needs. 
And it is constituted by this purp.ose. Jesus puts 
the Father within our reach, as faithfully and un
changeably Redeemer, and for those who have to 
live in a world of sin, transience and darkness, that 
means everything. The questions about God 
solved by the fact of Christ are questions not 
primarily of the intelligence but of the soul. That 
implies that various problems concerned with God 
are as inscrutable to the Christian as to the Shin
toist; that faith, for example, gives no light on 
how God made the world or upholds it in being. 
These and other like matters are still opaque. 
What Jesus has done is so to unveil the Father 
that we have communion with Him. He enables 
us not to write essays about God, but dwell under 
His shadow. There is nothing made known in 
Christ which relieves men of the fag of thinking 
hard when they want to clarify their minds about 
all kinds of difficulty arising out of reflexion upon 
human life. The aim of revelation is a quite specific 
one. It is to rectify our personal relation to God 
by showing the Father in such a light as will bring 
us into fellowship with Him. 

In that case, revelation cannot possibly be the 
same thing as the communication of theoretic state
ments about the Divine Being. Not even such 
statements with Divine authority to back them 
would avail, any more than to have read a man's 
autobiography entitles us to claim his friendship. 
There is nothing in doctrine as a purely objective 
affirmation of truth to guarantee God's personal 
interest in and love for me or to give me freedom 
of access to His heart. Nor is there anything in 
doctrine, still regarded in this light, which e~ables 
me to verify it in the daily life of faith. It is out-

side experience, with no chance thus far of getting 
inside. But if it should meet us in the livi~g guise 
of a Person, if the truth should be embodied in a 
tale, the case is different. For this Person may be 
self-evidencing, and to look at Him with our nature 
laid open to His influence may change us through 
and through. That is what Christians testify has 
happened to them in Jesus' presence. Bowed 
before Him, they have come to know what God 
thinks of them and how He is even ready to suffer 
on their behalf. Through One whose influence 
over us is independent of time we find ourselves 
actually led to the Father. Even the word 'revela
tion' may seem inadequate to the great truth. It 
is not that we place Jesus alongside of God, and 
bridge the distance between them by an inference. 
We do not argue from one to the other at all; we 
are made immediately aware that in this Man God 
is personally present. 

People occasionally speak as if all this involved 
an absolutely new and unfamiliar principle. That, 
however, is not the case, and in fact an idea which 
was completely new would have no reality our 
minds could apprehend. It is worth pointing out, 
therefore, that as life proceeds we all of us, even 
apart from Christ, have revelations of higher truth, 
and that these revelations come through the spirit
ual impression made by persons. We believe, for 
example, in Friendship. We are sure there is such 
a thing as Friendship, that it has been manifested 
in indisputable ways, that it is the most precious 
thing in all the world. Why do we believe this ? 
Because we have encountered those who exhibit 
its reality in their attitude and bring it in upon us 
as undeniable fact, undeniable at the very time 
when we seek to thrust it aside. That is a revela
tion, and persom, are the medium. So too with 
Holiness. We are certain that Holiness is not a 
mere abstract noun, absurd and empty, but the 
most subduing and august of ·realities, because we 
have met and known those who are holy. The 
thing is quite easily distinguishable from all imita
tions, and when we come face to face with it we 
bow our heads in reverence and wonder. This 
also is a revelation, conveyed by the instrumentality 
of persons. Essentially in the same way, though 
on an infinite scale and with perfect efficacy, what 
Jesus is reveals the fact and the presence of God. 
He does not tell us about God merely; He draws 
us to behold Him, and by the sight we are changed. 
'He that bath seen me bath seen the Father' is 
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the plainest transcript of life. It is not something 
we are to believe because Jesus said it; it is what 
our experience of Jesus means. 

What, then, are the main features in the impres
sion of God we receive from Christ? Let us take 
Christ at one particular point in His career and do 
with it as men do with a noble picture-stand 
before it, and let its meaning sink into our mind. 
Let us select His attitude to the woman that was 
a sinner. It is instinct, for one thing, with that 
Love to which we give the high name of Grace. 
She was an outcast, but Jesus went much further 
than to-touch her; He suffered her to touch Him. 
The . delicacy of His feeling, His kindness, His 
longing to uplift and console and heal, His sym
pathy with the fallen one, His trust in her repent
ance-this was wholly unprecedented in her life, 
and it made all things new. She felt, without 
reasoning, that in Jesus she was meeting that than 
which nothing can be higher, and that when He 
said 'Her sins, which are many, are forgiven,' it 
was the voice of God. But observe, this Love, so 
gentle with the sinner, is none the less implacable 
to sin. It is a holy Love. Stained men and 
women, now as in the first century, are confounded 
and humbled by that stainlessness, which not only 
evokes a sense of ill-desert, but imparts both depth 
and passion to their penitence. A man cannot 
take down the Gospels and use half an hour in 
reading three chapters of Jesus' life without arriving 
at certain absolute conclusions, and of these one 
is that God is holy. It is from Jesus we gain that 
certainty. His eyes look out upon us from the 
page, and through them shines, inescapably, .the 
holiness of God. 

Antecedently we might suppose that Love and 
Holiness are incompatible in their supreme form. 
In our acquaintance sympathy and righteousness 
do nat always go together. Holiness, men have 
often believed, is the attribute which puts sinners 
at a dis.tance and keeps them there. And certainly 
none were so sure as the· guilty who approached 
Jesus that He could make no terms with sin in a 
disciple's life. And yet, ha,ving sought them out, 
He stayed on beside them with a personal concern 
which was at once appeal and promise. So that it 
is only when Love and Holiness fall short of per
fectness that they move apart and issue in antagon
ism; theri Love becomes weak, and Holiness grows 
coldly exclusive. But in God, in Jesus who is the 
image .of God, they are as inseparably one as the 

concave and convex aspects of a curve, and. the 
Holiness by which we are abased is one thing with 
the Love that lifts us up and makes our moral 
being rejoice. 

To see Jesus, therefore, is to become aware of 
that Holiness and Love in excelsis which for Chris
tians are the equivalent ,of the moral nature of 
God. He is their presentation in , history. But, 
as we believe, God is more than Holy Love, He 
is Holy Love which is almighty. Can this further 
element be derived from Jesus Christ, that is, 
from the immediate impression left upon us by 
the Gospel picture of His life? The difficulty at 
this point is greater. 

In one sense, indeed, there is no difficulty at all. 
It is clear that Jesus conceived the Father as 
omnipotent, and .in this respect shared the highest 
faith of the Old Testament. It is little indeed to 
say that He shared that faith. To quote a recent 
writer: 'One cannot make an unprejudiced exam
ination of the Gospels without being astonished to 
find how enormously important for Jesus' view of 
God was His impression of God's omnipotence 
and infinite sublimity. I am very far from failing 
to recognize that in His apprehension of God 
Fatherly love constituted the central feature. But 

· the importance of .this extraordinary fact can be 
rightly appreciated only so long as one realizes 
that His view of God did not emphasize the Divine 
power, majesty, and sublimity one whit less than 
did the Jewish view, but took the latter for granted 
-nay more, deepened it and intensified it to the 
absolute uttermost.' But assuming this, we have 
still to ask whether the sense of God as almighty 
which Jesus gives is differently conditioned from 
our sense of His holiness and love, in this respect 
that whereas the holiness and love of God come 
home to us directly in Jesus' presence, as intuitively 
apprehended in our very apprehension of what 
Jesus is and does, the truth of Divine omnipotence 

, is mediated only through what Jesus believed and 
said. In that case, our faith simply rests on His 
faith. But I think that we are really able to go 
further. For one thing, power is itself a manifest 
element in Jesus' work. Though we leave aside 
nature miracles as disputable (many of His healing 
works, in point of fact, are as wonderful as any 
nature miracle), the redeeming energies He brought 
to bear on men in performing upon them the com
prehensive miracle of salvation do indicate such 
power as only needs to be raised to the absolute 
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scale to represent Divine omnipotence. Men upon 
whom Jesus laid His saving hand .became aware 
that there was power in Him, as well as holiness 
and love, which spontaneously led their minds to 
God and gave them a quite definite conception of 
what God can do. And if it be replied to this 

. that such a direct impression of power concerns 
the spiritual realm merely, and is irrelevant to the 
physical universe, our answer is that faith rightly 
declines to separate the two. The universe is one, 
and if it is such as to admit of a Person· almighty 
in His character as Saviour from sin and sorrow, 
those spiritual energies in Him which reveal God 
must in God be accompanied by unlimited powers 
also over nature. The thought is not so much 
logical inference as rather a movement of believing 
intuition. The redeeming might of God presented 
in Jesus is master of natural law .. 

Now this compound yet simple conception of 
Almighty and Holy Love is precisely what we 
Christians mean by God. Its constitutive signifi
cance is all present in Jesus, and is nowhere else 
fully present in history or nature. This is the 
meaning of our immemorial belief that God is 
revealed, and, for the purposes of religious faith, 
perfectly revealed in the historic Christ. The 
knowledge of God indispensable for a life of peace 
and joy cannot be gained by hard thinking, or by 
scientific inquiry, or by the scrutiny of our own 
constitution; it can be gained only by laying bare 
our moral nature to the impression left by Jesus 
in the Gospels. We find in God nothing else than 
Christ. 

To this revelation there belong certain condi
tions or attributes which it is worth while to set 
out in distinct terms. 

(a) At every pointit is mediated through ethical 
experience. It comes to us through the living and 
breathing substance of free and unselfi~h motive, 
not invading personality, not forcing or outraging 
conscience, but winning us by being what it is and 
shining solely in its own light. Had revelation 
consisted in the imposition of divers theorems con
cerning God, belief in which was prescribed as the 
gate of entrance for all, religion would have un• 
equivocally defined itself as the foe of morality, for 
such. an externally authorized creed, depressing by 
its very mysteriousness, would have added to oul' 
load, not lessened it. But what we see in Christ 
imposes its truth upon us freely; it is echoed by 
the voice of conscience; it evokes · just such a 

belief and loyal confidence as a man has in his 
friend. The human spirit is never so much at 
liberty as in the moment of joyful response to 
Christ's.presentation of the Father. 

(b) Revelation is supernatural in quality and 
range. By this I mean that it is something which 
no phenomenal realities of our normal world can 
explain in the very least. The communion of 
God with men through Jesus is miraculous in the 
sense that nothing explains it save the intervei:ition 
of the living God in a sense not to be accounted 
for by the resident forces of human life, or the 
intramundane causal nexus. God acts freely in 
unbaring to us His heart; He releases into the 
phenomenal order the stored-up energies of His 
grace; and this is borne in upon us convincingly 
by the fact of Christ. But revelation is not 
miraculous in the sense that it discards finite media. 
Jesus, too, is part of the world. When God poured 
the fulness of His being in Christ, it was a living 
intrusion in the human sphere, in ways not deriv
able from known laws or the given phases of thr 
universe. 

(c) The vehicle of revelation is history. To-day 
fewer men than ever profess to find a saviour God 
in Nature, but there are still those who would call 
or recall us to the ideals of Reason, with the 
promise of perfect satisfaction. But the impotence 
of ideals to produce their own actualization is the 
theme of moralists ancient and modern, great and 
small. Can any one feel the value of sobriety like 
the drunkard; is any less inclined to deny ~the 
loftiness or the necessity of self-control than he? 
Now one truth humanity is slowly learning
Christians have known it from the first-is that 
history is immeasurably richer in impulse and con· 
tribution than any single life. The victorious 
dijferentia of our religion is that it is no system of 
ideas or ideals suggested by the Spirit. to the souls 
of men, but a story of definite acts done by God 
before men's eyes. Redemption is mediated 
through One who belonged to our own sphere of 
reality, who trod the earth our feet are treading 
now, who lay down in the grave and on Easter 
morning broke the power of death.· Christianity 
has the life-blood of fact in its veins. The preacher 
is able to stand up and preach not what he feels, but 
what God has done. 

(d) Revelation is an appeal to faith. In other 
words, it speaks with a resounding voice, but only 
faith can hear. There is no automatic action 
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of the Divine self-unveiling on the soul, and if 
people want to shut their eyes to God's presence 
in Christ, they can shut them. The impression is 
made solely on the right kind of mind, tl,ie mind 
that hopes there is a God, and hopes, too, that He 
will lift the veil and betray His purpose. That 
is a principle not in the least confined to the 
religious life. It holds good equally of art. The 
meaning of a great picture or a great symphony is 
not the creation of the susceptible spirit to which 
it is presented, but without susceptibility of spirit, 
without the right kind of mind, no impression at 
.all will be made. 

Theology has not greatly inclined to deny the 
fact that God is revealed in Christ; what it has 
-0ften done is to cancel this truth either by taking 
its point of departure elsewhere than in Christ, 
or by admitting as equally valuable sources of 
revelation other fields of experience which belong 
to a lower ethical plane, such as Nature or the 
.general history of the world. It cannot be too 
strongly asserted that a Christian's only legitimate 
method is to make Christ the starting-point, thus 

ensuring that His influence shall fix once for all 
the main outlines of our thought of God. Any
thing else is to court disaster. Moreover, the 
revelation of God in Christ has no need to be 
improved upon. Had improvement been called 
for, we may well believe it would not have been 
withheld; but in point of fact no vital element has. 
ever been added to the conception of the Father 
as imaged in Christ. What. has happened is a 
vastly extended application of principles first 
embodied in His person. It is still as true as in the 
first century that Jesus 'reflects God's bright glory 
and is stamped with God's own character' (He 13). 

Nothing can be allowed to interfere with this-not · 
science, or philosophy, or non-Christian religions. 
Christ is the revelation of God our Father-final, 
unsurpassable, and, in a sense which faith quite 
well understands, absolute. All that we have to 
say (and it is much) about the unveiling of God in 
the Old Testament, in the course of history and 
the constitution of man, or in the world of Nature, 
must be subsumed under, and controlled by, the 
self-delineation He has given in our Lord. 

a .. , t r " t " r t. 
THE PLACE OF VIOLENCE 

A TRANSLATION into English has been made of 
Refiections on Violence, by Georges Sorel (Allen & 
Unwin; 7s. 6d. net). It is a demand for the use 
of violence as the only method worth using in the 
warfare between labour and capital. Let us see 
what it is that M. Sorel expects in the future. 

' Socialism tends to appear more and more as 
a theory of revolutionary syndicalism-or rather 
as a philosophy of modern history, in as far as it is 
under the influence of this syndicalism. It follows 
from these incontestable data, that if we desire to 
discuss Socialism with any benefit, we must first 
of all investigate the functions of violence in actual 
social conditions.' 

The argument in favour of violence is that it 
succeeds. ' One of the things which appear to me 
to have most astonished the workers during the 
last few years has been the timidity of the forces of 
law; and order in the presence of a riot ; magis
trates who have the right to demand the service6 

of soldiers dare not use their power to the utmost, 
and officers allow themselves to be abused and 
struck with a patience hitherto unknown in them. 
It is becoming more and more evident every day 
that working-class violence possesses an extra
ordinary efficacy in strikes.' 

But violence-we continue to quote M. Sorel
violence is good for the world. ' It seems to be the 
only means by which the European nations-at 
present stupefied by humanitarianism-can recover 
their former energy.' Proletarian violence, carried 
on as a pure and simple manifestation of the senti
ment of the class war, appears thus as a very fine 
and very heroic thing ; it is at the service of the 
immemorial interests of civilisation. 

The syndicalist, however, must not be called a 
patriot. 'Syndicalists do not propose .to reform 
the State, as the men of the eighteenth century 
did ; they want to destroy it.' 

What method does the syndicalist purpose to 
take in order to set his violence to work ? The 
answer is, a .general strike. ' Every time that we 


